Congratulations on your purchase of the Performer Bundle!

This handy kit has all of the key components you need to sound great on stage, plus you can easily create your own recordings straight into your computer. The diagram below will help you get everything hooked up.

The two EM-89D Microphones 1 2 are connected to channels 1 and 2 3 4 on the ProFXv3 mixer. Set the Gain control 5 so that the Level Set LED for each channel lights up whenever the source (your voice, drums, guitar, etc.) hits its average volume level.

For vocals, the Low Cut switch 6 could help reduce the potential for nasty feedback.

Want to record your performance? Your ProFXv3 features easy USB recording plus included software. Learn more at Mackie.com/profxv3

To hear yourself and anything else connected to the mixer, connect your snazzy new MC-100 headphones 7 to the Phones jack. 8 The level for these is controlled via the Phones knob. 9

Want to get loud? Visit Mackie.com for all of your loudspeaker needs. From portable battery-powered speakers to line arrays, we’ve got you covered.

Have questions? Get in touch with us at Mackie.com/support.